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INCREASE SECURITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

Document sprawl is a growing concern for you 
and other large legal firms1 as the adoption of 
instant-messaging and other software tools that 
enable remote work have grown. 

Your firm requires technology that works 
together seamlessly, enables your teams to 
streamline work and collaboration processes, 
and keeps your documents safe and secure in a 
central repository. 

Through solutions like ORGANIZE and PLAN 
from NetDocuments, firms like yours are finding 
it easier than ever to maintain the same level of 
security and compliance measures while 
streamlining the work experience for their 
lawyers. 

DOCUMENT SECURITY IS TOP PRIORITY KEEP YOUR NEWFOUND PRODUCTIVITY 

Law Firms: Never Sacrifice Your 
Productivity for Compliance

As firms like yours have made the leap to remote work 
in the last year, challenges around document security, 
compliance, collaboration, and productivity have been 
exacerbated. 
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1. 2020 Technology Survey, ILTA



SUSTAINABLE REMOTE WORK

ORGANIZE and PLAN helps your teams make the 
right choice the easy choice by connecting your 
document management, email management, 
productivity, and collaboration tools together to 
create a seamless and secure work experience 
for your lawyers and their staff. 

Legal work has never been executed completely in the 
office. From court rooms and client meetings to remote 
work, your lawyers need access to their work at a 
moment’s notice. ORGANIZE and PLAN provide the 
anywhere, anytime access they need to document, task 
assignments, communications, and more. 

SECURITY CAN BE CONVENIENT AN ALWAYS ACCESSIBLE SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH 

netdocuments
ORGANIZE and PLAN Solutions
Turn millions of documents into one source of 
unified insights with industry-leading, cloud-based 
document management, email management, and 
collaboration solutions. 

Tools like ChatLink (included in the PLAN 
solution), provide the instant connection your 
teams require when working remotely or in the 
office—keeping lines of communication open 
and active while streamlining work processes.  
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ChatLink gives you access to the NetDocuments 
platform, directly from the Teams interface, including 
instant access to connected workspaces, document 
versions, links, and more. 

MAXIMIZE EFFORT, MINIMIZE DISRUPTIONS

netdocuments
ChatLink + Microsoft Teams
Your legal professionals need technology like Microsoft Teams that allows them to stay 
connected and share knowledge instantly, regardless of their location. Your clients need 
the assurance that their information is safe from any malicious intentions. That’s why 
firms like yours are turning to ChatLink from NetDocuments. 

CONFIDENTLY MAINTAIN DOCUMENT SECURITY 

MANAGE YOUR TASKS AND YOUR DOCUMENTS

ChatLink makes document sprawl across disjointed 
software a worry of the past. With direct access to files 
and document links, lawyers and staff can quickly share 
and collaborate on content without removing it from 
the safety of your repository. 

Add a tab for Tasks to your Teams interface using 
ChatLink, which provides quick access to your complete 
task lists in addition to applicable documents, files, and 
conversations. 
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MAXIMIZED EFFICIENCY 

“I think NetDocuments was one of the technology 
pillars that helped us make that move [to remote 
work] in three days, and it was a very smooth 
transition to the work from home environment.”

Bret Chapman, Chief Administration Officer
Husch Blackwell

Thanks to a combination of the intuitive user 
interface in NetDocuments and strategic internal 
training and support, Husch Blackwell has 
achieved an outstanding 90+% adoption 
throughout the firm.

NetDocuments integrations such as ChatLink 
and PacerPro have saved the Firm time and 
money by streamlining communications and 
work processes while reducing the overall 
number of errors. 

READY FOR ANYTHING, EVEN COVID-1990% ADOPTION RATE ACROSS THE FIRM

Customer Success: 

Husch Blackwell
With collaboration, document access, and information 
governance challenges dragging their teams down, Husch 
Blackwell knew NetDocuments was the only solution that could 
unify their teams and repositories while providing the 
information governance infrastructure they required.  
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